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It’s been a curious 12 months in multifamily leasing, not least because of the remarkable change
in attitudes towards self-show. A year ago we noted the “What About-ism” (concerns expressed
as “what about this/that?”) represented by the
executives we interviewed. The skepticism of a
year ago seems to have given way to a desire to
exploit the compelling benefits of self-show. As
a provider of both self-show and CRM solutions,
Anyone Home has a unique perspective.
Self-show has been de rigueur in the single-family rental market for several years now and is just
now starting to get traction in multifamily rentals.
While there may be legitimate liability concerns
from giving building access to prospects, it’s important to develop a data-driven understanding
of both the risks and the benefits of self-show.
With this in mind, we pulled together some facts
from our call center, CRM and self-show platform
statistics.
First, just under 18% of all prospects book a
property tour when given the opportunity to
do so. Of that 18%, when given the option of a
self-guided tour, 76% choose to self-tour while
only 24% book with an agent. It seems that prospects have spoken clearly: self-guided tours are
already more popular than agent-accompanied
ones, and it’s hard to see that trend reversing.
Given the experience of single-family operators,
where self-tour quickly established itself as the
preferred way of viewing homes, these findings
are not surprising. What is particularly interesting
in multifamily, is that from the 76% who chose
a self-tour, 20% scheduled their tours outside

office hours. This provides a strong justification
for one of the main objectives of self-tour: extending viewing hours, a previously perennial
problem, especially in northern markets during
winter months!
While operators have long understood the
constraint imposed by agent working hours, few
realize just how much time onsite teams waste
scheduling the meeting. A staggering 42% of
team communications with prospects concern
the scheduling and rescheduling of tours. Thus,
self-scheduling tools free up associate time to
invest in helping those who have toured make a
decision and providing higher levels of service
to existing residents.
Finally, we live in times when identity fraud is rife
in many markets, so it is appropriate to be cautious with any initiative that provides access and
hence opportunities for fraud. But using identity
risk analysis tools on self-show applicants, fewer
than 2% are refused access to the community
because of the likelihood that they are fraudulent. Assuming properties remain vigilant,
fraud does not look like a legitimate reason not
to proceed with self-tour, given the substantial
benefits.
So why wait? Your prospects increasingly want
the option of self-tour. It extends touring hours
without increasing staffing overhead. It saves
time communities currently waste scheduling
and rescheduling tours. And it frees up site associates to focus on higher-value leasing and service activities. It’s no wonder it’s on everyone’s
to-do list in 2020!
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